Albinger Archeological Museum
Excavating the Albinger Archaeological Site has revealed much
about the people who have called this area home over the past 3,500 years.
Inside the museum you will find many of the artifacts uncovered at this site such
as milling stones, shell beads, arrowheads, bone whistles, crucifixes, medallions,
bottles, buttons and pottery. Archaeologists and historians have painstakingly
pieced together artifacts, photographs and written records to tell the stories of
everyday people who lived here including Prehistoric Native Americans, Chumash,
Spanish, Mexican, American and Chinese.
Outside are a number of archaeological features including the foundations of the
“lost mission church,” an ancient earth oven and the oldest standing structure in
Ventura County—the mission water filtration building.
As a visitor you too can become part of the
continuing story which began so long
ago as you explore the exhibits.
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Archaeologists in 1974 and 1975
thoroughly excavated this site once
slated for redevelopment but now
preserved on the National Register of
Historic Places as the Ventura Mission
Historic District by the City of San
Buenaventura. Inside and outside the
exhibit hall, opened in 1980 and named
after Ventura Mayor (1969-1973) Albert
Albinger, are displays of the more than
30,000 Prehistoric Native Americans
Chumash, Spanish, Mexican, American
and Chinese artifacts found here.
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Soil Layers Reveal History
Archaeologists studied the stratigraphy—separate layers
of soil built up on location—to understand how the site
developed over time. Seasonal rains washed soil down the

hillside to cover and preserve artifacts left behind, layer by
layer. When native peoples first camped here 3,500 years ago,
the ground surface was about 5 feet (1.5m) below your feet.

A Church Abandoned
Saint Junipero Serra dedicated Mission San Buenaventura
on Easter 1782 by raising a cross on the beach—it was
to be the ninth and last mission he lived to see founded.
After fire destroyed the mission’s first church, construction
of a second started in 1787 on this site. A year later its
massive adobe walls were more than 13 feet (4m) high,

but in 1790, the padres abandoned and demolished
them when “the door gave way.” Construction of the
present mission church and bell tower began in 1792; half
finished in 1795, it was completed in 1809. Archaeologists
uncovered the abandoned church’s large rectangle of
foundation stones during scientific excavations in 1974.

Ancient Earth Ovens
From such clues as the arrangement of the stones, burn marks, and plant
and animal fragments, archaeologists determined that this was an earth
oven about 2,300 years ago. Notice that at the time the ground surface
here was more than 5 feet (1.5m) below today’s. Other ovens uncovered
nearby were as much as 3,500 years old.

A sandstone bowl
found in an earth oven
is the oldest dated
artifact on display in
the exhibit building.
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Early peoples used these ovens to cook small animals and plants such as yucca
and agave, placing items atop the heated stones, then roasting them under a
covering of grass or seaweed. Apparently these early visitors did not live here
year round, but camped here in certain seasons, perhaps to harvest seafood.

Chumash Life
at the Mission
Padres and soldiers lured the native Chumash peoples (hunters, gatherers, basket
weavers, boat builders and fishers) with European technology and imported goods,
converting them to Christianity. The Chumash were compelled to leave their large,
dome-shaped tule-mat homes in nearby villages for these barracks to attend obligatory
worship and to work as laborers in mission fields and orchards or as carpenters,
leatherworkers, smiths, masons and cheesemakers in the mission workshops.
Archaeologists learned much about the life of the Mission Chumash by excavating
these barracks. Recovered artifacts showed changes in diet from traditional foraged
or wild foods to domestic cattle and sheep raised at the mission; and a transition in
cookware from steatite (soapstone) to pottery made at the mission. Bone whistles and
other ceremonial items found in one room may reflect the retention of some traditional
religious practices. A Mission Chumash recounted in early 1900s that a “wedding
celebration was performed in the southernmost row of adobes on the western end.
These buildings were west of the mission.”

The Chumash Canoe
The Chumash constructed plank canoes or tomols as long as 30 feet (9m) for
fishing and trading. Voyages to the outermost Channel Islands—up to 65 miles
(104km) from the mainland—were common.
Making these frameless canoes seaworthy involved careful design and
craftsmanship. Canoe builders shaped driftwood into planks, tied them
together with plant-fiber twine and sealed them with pine pitch and natural tar.
The last traditional tomol built on this site was in the 1820s. Tarring stones,
woodworking tools and other artifacts recovered during the 1974-1975
excavations may have been used in its construction.
This is a fiberglass replica.

Puzzles Beneath Our Feet
Here foundations from different eras overlap and archaeologists must piece
together remains disturbed or destroyed by later construction. When a construction
defect caused the second church to be dismantled in 1790, another building was
built across it—and that is why the two foundations appear to diverge.

Early 1800s
Mission Chumash Barracks
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The church foundation suffered more disruption
in the mid-1800s when builders dug a well
and an adobe borrow pit, destroying 66 feet
(20m) of the church foundation. More recent
construction disturbed the site with sewer
lines, trash and privy pits and other buildings.

An Adobe Brick Factory
Here you can see the traces of the factory where adobe bricks were made between
1845 and 1866 to construct most buildings along Main Street. To your left was
found evidence of a borrow pit, the shallow sand-box-like structure where “the
ingredients” for adobe were mixed. A typical, 25-pound brick—12” by 4” by 16”—
was made from a thick compound of soil and water plus a little sand and chopped
straw, all packed tightly into a wooden mold. The bricks—with molds removed—
hardened as they dried in the sun for many days.
The Well Sweep
Archaeologists uncovered the remains of a 15 foot (4.5m) deep well. The well
shaft contained many broken dishes and bottles—probably trash from the saloon
operated here until 1884 by Ventura’s second mayor Angel Gonzales Escandon.
Water was lifted from the well using a shaduf or shadoof (or well sweep)—a device
consisting of a long suspended rod with a bucket at one end and a weight at the
other—used since ancient Egypt for raising water, especially for irrigation. This
reconstruction is based upon a photograph taken here in the 1870s.

What the Stones Reveal
Archaeologists uncovered the foundations of four early-1800s
buildings, part of a complex of up to 65 adobe rooms housing
“Mission Indian neophytes” or Chumash converts.
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Excavations revealed—among what might appear
to be just rocks—the stone evidence of building
thresholds, room divisions, fireplaces and roof
supports of these barracks as well as ceramic
fragments representing the vessels used for
storage, cooking and consumption.
Gradually these barracks were abandoned as the number
of native people living at the mission—peaking at 1,328 in
1816—declined to 636 in 1834 due to poor sanitation, diet,
primitive healthcare, harsh labor conditions and European
diseases from which they had no natural immunity.

Aerial photo of site.

El Caballo
Friar Pedro Benito Cambón—the mission’s co-founder was highly regarded for his
knowledge of irrigation, agriculture and building construction—directed Chumash
laborers to build this filtration building in 1792 as part of the mission’s timber, rock and
tile water system. By 1815 it was the terminus of a seven-mile-long cobble and mortar
aqueduct from the Ventura River and San Antonio Creek junction furnishing the mission
with water until floods destroyed the system in 1862.
Water flowed into the barrel-vaulted structure’s main interior settling tank and then out
through two underground tile pipelines to three locations. An adobe cistern behind the
church still stands on the grounds of Holy Cross School. A lavanderia tank for washing
clothes was uncovered across from the church. And this fountain, next to the filtration
building, was nicknamed El Caballo because its mouth, now seriously eroded, was
carved in the shape of an animal head, perhaps a horse.
Only three such filtration buildings remain in the entire California Mission System, and
Ventura’s is the oldest standing structure in the county. In the late 1800s it served as a
jail “holding tank” but now it stands as a
reminder of the great technical
achievements of the
Mission Period.

“El Caballo” Water Filtration Building
“El Caballo” is located on the hill above this site. It can
be reached through the back gate and up the stairs.
Exiting through the gate will require staff to unlock.

Melting Architecture
This adobe wall was built for you to examine. Notice how soft the
adobe bricks are. What will be left when the adobe “melts” away?
If not protected from water by good
roofs and yearly re-plastering, sun-dried
adobe bricks break down into their
original ingredients.
The adobe buildings that once lined
Main Street in the late 1800s have
disappeared—only their foundation
stones remain.
Valdez Alley (now a walkway to the
mission filtration building, “El Caballo”,
up the hill) marks the location where the
handsome 1820 Ramón Valdéz Adobe once
stood and served as the first polling place
where all nine eligible voters cast their ballots for
Abraham Lincoln in 1860.

The working-class
Ortega Adobe (three
blocks to the west)
stands as the only
witness to an earlier
era when downtown
Ventura looked much
different than today.

The Ortega Adobe
Located at
215 W. Main Street
Open Daily, 9am - 4pm

www.cityofventura.net/OrtegaAdobe

